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General Chennault Flying tiger Academy
held the first of many open house
events in November. These quarterly
events invite various high schools to
spend a day at CFTA getting to know
about aviation. Discussions and
briefings on career opportunities,
career path options, and funding to
help pay for pilot training are covered.
The highlight of the day is the discovery
flight. These flights give each student
the opportunity to fly an airplane. The
flights typically fly out over Lake Conroe
where the novice pilot is the sole
manipulator of the controls to bank,
climb, and descend under the watchful
eye of a Certified Flight instructor.

Israel Lunaris, President of Evolve Air prepares to take 
an aspiring pilot in the air for a Discovery Flight during 

the CFTA Open House

The Redbird Full Motion
Simulator continues to be a
visitor favorite and is very
popular with our student pilots
as well. Especially for
instrument and multi-engine
training. During the one day
open house 23 aspiring
aviators got 20 minute flights in
the simulator under the
guidance of a certified Flight
Instructor. Through the
instructor portal which
connects the CFI to the system
via blue tooth and an IPad, the
CFI can create an unlimited
number of training scenarios
involving weather and failed or
malfunctioned aircraft systems.

Open House participants line up for a simulator flight
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INTEGRITY FOR THE WORLDWIDE AVIATION INDUSTRY

This safety award goes to one of our current students, Ken Heckler.
Ken was flying his very own Grumman American in the local area a
few weeks ago. Something he enjoys very much and is using to build
time toward his commercial airline pilot career. Conditions were VFR
and Ken was in route to KCXO having completed some pattern work at
the Cleveland Municipal Airport. About 8 miles from KCXO the engine
began running rough and vibrating. Ken informed the tower he was
making a short approach and turned directly for the nearest runway.
The engine continued to deteriorate on short final. At that point Ken
already had the aircraft well within glide distance of the runway . He
put her down like any other landing and cleared the runway. Well
Done!!

Safety Award

Salty Says – Pilot Information File 18-11 – UNUSUAL ATTITUDES in IMC

Salty Says, “When you don’t 
know, might be best to let 

her go.”

Hmmm? There are a few attitudes out there I have found very unusual, 
especially  when it comes to upset recovery in IMC. First off the term 
Unusual Attitude was replaced with Upset in 2004 and defined by the FAA 
as an event that unintentionally exceeds these parameters: 1) Pitch 
attitude greater than 25°, nose up, 2) Pitch attitude greater than 10°, nose 
down 3) Bank angle greater than 45° 4) Within the above parameters, but 
flying at airspeeds inappropriate for the conditions. Whew! If you find 
yourself anywhere near those parameters in IMC the upset would define 
the condition of both the aircraft and the passengers. Regardless of the 
phase of flight, the recovery is the same, the speed at which you do them 
is a function of altitude and rate of descent. 

See https://www.faa.gov/regulations_policies/handbooks_manuals/.../06_afh_ch4.pdf for more details on 
recovering the aircraft . Once you have recovered the aircraft you are only half way through the process. If 
the instruments indicate straight and level, trim to it and let go of the controls if your brain is telling 
different. Don’t be tempted to make it “feel” right. At any rate, recovery will require extreme crosscheck 
discipline and a lot of faith in what the instruments are telling you if your head gyro is tumbling. I 
recommend that before you do a lot of flyin’ in the soup you find a full motion sim and make this emergency 
procedure part of your regular instrument proficiency program.  There have been a few single seat fighter 
jocks before George became part of the aircrew who opted for the silk and nylon approach to a full stop 
rather than stick with a perfectly good aircraft that was “upset” in IMC. It can be that challenging (ref JFK, Jr. 
1999).   So if you plan to fly in IMC with ceilings below 3000’ AGL I suggest you regularly visit a full motion 
simulator and get some Upset Recovery Training as part of your instrument proficiency training.  Until you 
have wrestled with yourself in this situation you can’t appreciate how big a fight you could be in for and you 
won’t be equipped to win.

https://www.faa.gov/regulations_policies/handbooks_manuals/.../06_afh_ch4.pdf

